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Excerpts
Origins Of The Term
Geopathic comes from two Greek words: geo means ‘of the earth’, and pathos means ‘suffering’ or
‘disease’. The word ‘geopathic’ literally means suffering or disease of the earth. Geopathic stress (GS) is the
general term for energies emanating from the earth that cause discomfort and ill health in human beings.
Because of their detrimental effect, they are often known as negative earth energies.
Some people use the term geopathic stress only to describe ley lines (man-made energy lines), or only to
describe energy disturbances caused by underground water. Yet others use the term in a way that includes
both energy disturbances from the earth and man-made electromagnetic pollution such as power lines,
radio waves, and so on (see appendix 1). People who restrict the meaning to either ley lines or underground
water will miss many energies that have a destructive effect on people's health. On the other hand widening
the concept of geopathic stress to include electromagnetic pollution can be misleading and confusing.

The Beginnings
Initial interest in the idea of geopathic stress was stimulated by the work of Winzer and Melzer in Germany
in the 1920's. In Stuttgart they found geological faults present in the areas of the city with the highest
incidence of cancer. Gustav Freiherr von Pohl took this work further and studied two places: Vilsbiburg and
Grafenau. Vilsbiburg had a very high incidence of cancer and Grafenau a very low incidence. In Vilsbiburg
von Pohl accurately predicted the incidence of cancer by dowsing for ‘water veins’ using a 1:1,000 scale map
of the town. This survey was greeted with some scepticism because Vilsbiburg was a small town (8,300
inhabitants) with a high cancer rate. Von Pohl then turned his attention to Grafenau, which was the town
with the lowest incidence of cancer in the area. Once again von Pohl showed a link between cancer cases
and geopathic zones. (Christopher Bird, The Divining Hand).

The Effects
There are many different types of geopathic energies with some people being more susceptible than
others. Sleeping, living or working constantly in a geopathically stressed area can lead to emotional and
physical problems and difficulties, which exact a heavy toll on both the sufferers and their families.
Cancers, miscarriages, chronic ill health and personality changes have all been linked to geopathic stress.
Unfortunately, because most people do not know about geopathic stress, they do not realise what is
happening. They do not know that it is possible to make changes that can neutralise the effect of these
negative earth energies and allow people to avoid serious ill-health, or re-gain previous good health and
well- being.
If exposure to geopathic energies is short-lived, the effects are usually insignificant, although some people
will show symptoms of tiredness, inattention and headaches when sitting in a particular geopathically
stressed area for even one or two hours. Inattentiveness in long meetings is not necessarily a sign of
boredom. An engineer once challenged me to assess a lecture theatre for geopathic energies and then
predict who would experience headaches or lethargy during an afternoon lecture by him. During his lecture
he asked people to raise their hand if they had a headache or felt unwell in some way. Many of the people
who did were sitting in the seats I had designated. My engineering friend was very impressed by the result.
Any effect from short-term exposure such as this is likely to be transitory. The body quickly recovers and
returns to its normal state. Problems only occur when people spend a long time in places where the earth's

energy is disturbed, perhaps when an individual's house or work place (or sometimes even both) is in an
area of high geopathic stress.

Shortage Of Building Land
As building land becomes increasingly scarce, there is less and less choice about where houses are built. Even
if builders and architects had an understanding of GS there would be fewer and fewer options about where
to put houses and other buildings. As it is, the location of buildings is determined on purely commercial
grounds, taking into account land prices, proximity to transport, planning rules and so on. The day when
building sites are routinely assessed for geopathic stress is a long way off.
People may live in the same building for many years, and their exposure to a particular form of negative energy
can last a long time. Rolf Gordon, the founder of the Dulwich Health Society (13), has remarked that gypsies
very rarely get cancer. Gordon believes this is because they move from place to place, so that their exposure
to a ‘bad’ place would only be for a couple of weeks at most. He also notes that when choosing a site gypsies
take into account the feel of a place. There is no conclusive proof that the reason there is so little cancer
among gypsies is because their exposure to geopathic influences is kept to a minimum, but it is an interesting
theory. Some writers have suggested that in more ‘primitive’ times, humans had some understanding of these
matters and so would build appropriately, taking into account the feel of the land .

The Evidence
I have used case studies for illustration throughout the book. Unfortunately these do not convince the
scientific mind. When I talk to some of my scientific friends, they tell me I am citing anecdotal evidence.
While accepting that this is true, it does not mean that the anecdotes are wrong or unworthy of
consideration. As
we amass more of these, the evidence becomes increasingly persuasive. Sceptics seem to be particularly
impressed by the fact that animals are also affected by geopathic energies, and it is hoped there will be
more well documented case studies in this area.
Predictive studies also give the sceptic food for thought. Of course, illness can occur even when geopathic
stress is not present, so there is not a total correlation between geopathic stress and illness. Most critics
who dismiss the concept of geopathic stress out of hand are taken aback when they see how it can be used
predictively. This is much more convincing than producing evidence that people pay a practitioner money
to fix their houses and then get better. The sceptic mutters: ‘Placebo effect’ or: ‘They got better because
they paid you’. When a practitioner can accurately predict problems, the sceptic may still not accept the
idea of geopathic stress, but they usually accept that the practitioner has produced an accurate prediction
in a way that they cannot explain.
A study using live blood analysis conducted at Wageningen University in the Netherlands in 2005 offers an
alternative type of evidence. A blood sample was taken from a woman before she had a Geomack unit
installed. This sample showed that the red blood cells were in long chains – the Rouleau effect. This
severely reduces the surface area of the red blood cells, and so makes these vital cells much less efficient.
Another blood sample was taken twelve weeks later. In the mean time the woman had made no other
changes - her house, her diet, her medication, etc. were the same. This blood sample showed very little
evidence of the Rouleau effect, meaning that the red blood cells were now able to perform more
efficiently.
Ann and Roy Procter (30), who correct geopathic problems without visiting the site, carried out an
interesting study. The results were presented at the International Conference in Manchester organised by
the British Society of Dowsers (07) in August 2003. The paper was subsequently published in two parts in
Dowsing Today (Vol 40 nos. 282 & 283). It can also be found on the Procters’ web site (30). They enlisted
the help of Dr Vicky Wass, who was a tutor in statistics in the Business School at Cardiff University, Wales.

She helped design the questionnaires and analysed the results.
The research was carried out with the help of 105 households that had requested the Procters' help (in
serial order as they came in, with no exceptions) for problems that they believed were associated with
geopathic stress and/or discarnate presences. Each household was asked to complete four identical
questionnaires. The questionnaire asked about 26 personal and house-related symptoms. The first
questionnaire was completed before any work was undertaken.
The respondents were then divided into two groups for the second questionnaire. One group received the
questionnaire after the work had been done, and the other group, effectively a control group, before the
work was done. No one knew which group they were in, and neither did Dr Wass, who was carrying out
the statistical analysis. The third questionnaire was sent after the work had been completed and the fourth
about a month later. Of the initial 150 households 105 households completed all four surveys. At the end
of the survey 85 of the 105 respondents “showed, by their filling of the questionnaires, that they
experienced some improvement in health”.
What makes this study even more interesting is the responses to the second questionnaire. 16 respondents
in the control group said they had benefited, even before anything had been done. 48 of the other group
reported a benefit – they completed the questionnaire after the work had been done. The 16 members of the
control group who benefited presumably would have improved anyway, or they experienced a placebo
effect. This suggests that, of the 48 in the second group who benefited, 16 of them would have reported a
benefit even if nothing had been done. This indicated that 32 of them had received some real, immediate
benefit. These numbers increased with time, as the effect of the work brought about healing for more
people. This is an ingenious study and deserves to be much more widely known.
Although understanding of geopathic stress is still incomplete, it is possible to make dramatic differences
to some people's lives by taking these energies into account. We cannot stand back and wait for full
understanding and proof, because many people's lives and health are being damaged daily by these
phenomena.
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